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Abstract: The ability for anyone to leave a comment offers a golden opportunity for spammers to write spam reviews of products and services for a variety of interests. Using the importance of spam functions helps us perform better in terms of various metrics tested on real-world review data sets from Yelp and Amazon. Identifying spammers and spam is a hot topic of research, and although a large number of studies have recently been conducted for this purpose, the methodologies presented so far barely detect spam reviews and none have demonstrated the importance of each type of extracted feature. In this study, we propose a new framework, called Network Spam that uses spam properties to model review data sets as heterogeneous information networks to assign a spam detection procedure to the classification problem in those networks. The results show that the spam network outperforms existing methods and four classes of characteristics; including behavior review, user behavior, language review, user language, and the first type of features work better than other categories.
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INTRODUCTION:
In recent years, people have relied heavily on written reviews in their decision-making processes and positive / negative reviews encouraging / discouraging them in choosing products and services. Additionally, written reviews also help service providers improve the quality of their products and services. Therefore, these reviews become an important factor in the success of a business, while positive reviews can have benefits for the company and negative reviews can affect credibility and cause financial loss [1]. Despite this great effort, many issues have been overlooked or remain unresolved. One is a rating tool that can calculate feature weights that show the importance of each feature in identifying spam reviews. The general concept of our proposed framework is to model a specific audit data set as a heterogeneous information network (HIN) and map the spam detection problem to the HIN classification problem. In particular, we model the review dataset as a HIN where reviews are linked through different types of nodes. The spam network can find the important negative words, that comment will be treated as a negative comment. In this weighting step, we can use fewer functions with more weights to get better precision with less time complexity. In addition, categorizing features into four main categories (review behavior, user behavior, review language, and usability) helps us understand the extent to which each feature category contributes to spam detection. Spam on the network improves accuracy compared to the latest technology in terms of time complexity, which is highly dependent on the number of functions used to determine the spam review; therefore, using heavier features will make fake reviews easier to spot with less time complexity [2]. The results show that spam outperforms current methods and has four kinds of advantages; including behavior review, behavior use, language review, user language, the first type of features works better than other categories.

RELATED STUDY:
Despite this great effort, many issues have been overlooked or remain unresolved. One is a rating tool that can calculate feature weights that show the importance of each feature in identifying spam reviews. The general concept of our proposed framework is to model a particular audit data set as a heterogeneous information network (HIN) and map the spam detection problem to the HIN classification problem [3]. In particular, we model the audit dataset as a HIN where the reviews are linked through different types of nodes. The general concept of our proposed framework is to model a particular audit data set as a heterogeneous information network and map the spam detection problem to the HIN classification problem. In particular, we represent a set of audit data where the reviews are linked through different types of nodes. This uses spam functions to model review data sets as heterogeneous information networks to establish the spam detection procedure in the classification problem on those networks. If a user's comment has at least one word included in the negative words, that comment will be treated as a negative comment.

METHODOLOGY:
The spam network can find the important properties even without the basic truth, and only by relying on the met path definition and based on the calculated values from each revision [4]. Network spam improves accuracy compared to the latest technology in terms of time complexity, which is highly dependent on the number of functions used to define spam screening; therefore, using heavier...
functions will make it easier to detect fake reviews with less time complexity. A new content-based algorithm for spam jobs has been proposed to determine the relative importance of each job and demonstrates the effectiveness of each job in identifying spam from regular reviews. Identify spam and spammers, as well as a different type of analysis on the subject [5] [6]. Written reviews also help service providers improve the quality of their products and services. If a user's comment contains at least one word in positive words, that comment will be treated as a positive comment.

**IMPLEMENTATION:**
The administrator must log in with a valid username and password. After successful login, you can perform some operations like add categories, add products to those categories, view and authorize users, view spam account details, view and reply to friend requests, all recommended posts, all posts with all reviews, all positive and negative reviews, Remove products, view all purchased products, display a graph of positive and negative reviews on products the admin adds category details such as the category name. These details will be stored in the database. In this unit, the administrator adds product posts to categories that include details such as product image, product name, cost, description, and uses for that product. These details will be stored in the database. Users will search for and access this data to recommend to their friends and buy products. In the user console, the administrator can see the list of users who have registered. In this, the admin can see the details of the users like username, email, address, phone number and authorization of the users. The admin can see all the friend requests and responses. Here all requests and responses will be displayed with their tags like ID, requested user photo, requested user name, requested user name, status, time and date. If the user accepts the request, the status will change to Accepted or the case will remain on hold. The admin can see all the recommended products. If any recommendation occurs for specific products, these details will be displayed with the products. Details include product name, recommended username, recommended user, and date.

**CONCLUSION:**
Our observations show that weights calculated using this met path concept can be very effective in identifying spam reviews and leading to better performance. Additionally, we found that even without a set of trains, network spam can count the importance of each feature and perform better by adding features, and perform better than the previous job, with only a handful of features. In addition, after defining four main categories of characteristics, our observations show that the category of behavior reviews performs better than the others, in terms of AP and AUC, as well as in calculated weights. The results also confirm that the use of different forms of moderation, similar to the semi-supervised method, does not have a discernible effect in determining most of the weighted characteristics, as it does in different data sets.
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